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Nuclear pumped lasing on the neutral carbon line at 1.4511 has been
achieved in mixtures of Ile-0O 3 He-N?-C( ► , He-CO2, and Nc-Co and Ne-0O2. A
minimum thermal neutron flux of 2xl6-l4 n/rm 2 - t;er
 was suffirfent for omull-
lation in the helium mixtures. The peak of the laser onlput was delayed up
to 5.5 ms rrlat ive to the neutron pulse in H"0 2 , He-NOW, Ne-00 and
NP-CV2 mixtures while nn delay was ohservvd in Ile-00 mixtures. Lasing; was
obtained with hvIium pressures from 213 to 800 T, Me pressures from 100 to
200 T, C0 from 0.25 to 20 mT, N 2
 from 0.5 to 5 W, and CO 2
 from 0.1 to 25 mT
in the respective mixtures.
1 NTR01)UCT 10N
Nuclear pumped lasing; on the neut ral varhon transition, C(3pIPI)
C(OP"), at 1.4511 has heen observed in mixturer • of HP-CH, He-14 2-CO, ""02,
Nu-CO and Ne-0O 2 . WF. 1,2) basing; on this transition was first reported
by Patel (ref. 3) in an elertrir disrharpu.	 Ilowvver, the present work
represent; the first Lime if has been achieved by nuclear grumping; and places
this mixture among; less than a dozen in thi q catvgnry.
	
this laser is
esperially interesting for possible e<pare applications doe to the relatively
low neutron flux ( 20 0 1 0/rm 2-sve) required and the apparent pr^svnre of
internal Piwrgy storage Ps signified by millisecond time delays between the
neutron input and laser output.
FXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The l a sc a r c ov i t v cons i si etl of an tWrm long pyrex We with ands rut at
Ilrews i v r' s ring iv,e, ;rnd enclosing a 6h-um long b y 2. 5-rm- g . d . n I um i nunr
cylinder rolled on the inuvr f;urfare with bnron-10. 	 MeV alitha-par • tirl p s re-
leased from thin rivaling vW neutron-indnred reactions in tIre horon prov ided
the pump energy.	 1 1 111malvly, howvv p r, a hulk or the exrilal-Ion proflurvd
arisen irom secondary ro!'W na g processes rather than direct alpha -gas
Mom collisions.
	
Two di p !(	 v mirrors g raving; 99.97 reflectivity at 1.4511
and a 1-m radius of rurvature —re separnted by 117 um to form the optical
cavity.
	
The laser cu:l was plaved in the thruport of the University of
Illinois TRI(;A reactor. Being approximately tangent to the core, this heam
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port allows high fluxes (np to 10 15n/tm 2-s(-c) over a 1-meter long region.
..
	
	
A small chopping fan powered with an electric motor was mounted so as to
provide atter-nate blocking and unblocking of the back mirror. In this way
the cavity could be spoiled several times during a reactor pulse to provide
a test-of lasing. A vacuum line attached to the laser cell and an ion gauge
mounted at the vacuum - gas filling station provided _a means to control gas-,-
;concentrations and monitor background pressures (typically < 10- 6 Torr).
The arrangement of the reactor experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Twe PbS infrared detectors and a monochromator (with.a 295-groove/mm grating
blazed at 2.1p) served as detection and filtering devices for.the l.45µ
line.
RESULTS
In rig. 2, a typical output signal is shown where chopping of the
cavity_is used to verify oscillation. This particular system used He-CO gas
mixtures with CO as an impurity;(°.25 mT) In 50 T He. Note that the neutron
pulse is coincident with the laser signal.
Figure 3 demonstrates a drastically different situation where the laser
signal is delayed by 3.5 ms. This delay was observed in lie-14 2-0O 3 He-0O2,
Ne-CO, and Ne-0O2 gas mixtures; but not He-CO. This particular figure is
taken from Ile-0O2 data. The de Lay is caufed by a long lived intermediate
state within a multiple coltisional process. (ref. 2) As indicated by
Fig. 4, this level is thought- to be an excited vibrational-rotational. state
in CO which must decay into a ground level before subsequent collisions can
excite It into the upper laser level. However, no direct experimental data
are available to support this hypothesis.
The delay phenomena observed in He-14 2-0O 3 Ile-0O2, Ne-CO and Ne-0O 2 is
highly pressure dependent, and Fig. 5 maps this for Ne-0O 2 . At the lower
total pressures the delay occurs at small, partial pressures of CO 2 . Figures
6 and 7 show the partial pressure dependence of CO and CO 2 respectively with
150 T Ne.-
Lasing was observed aver a wide range of total. pressures in He (20 to
800 T) and partial pressure:, of CO and CO 2 ('2 to 25 m'f). In the Ne
buffered system lasing was observed for total pressures from 100 to 200 T
and at partial pressures of Ctl ant CO2 from 5 to 15 nif. Figure g allows that
peak, power nutput ill the No-c0 system occurred at 600 T lie and 2 mT CO while
In Ile-(;0 2 (sir Fig. 9) Uio twlximunl power nutput occurred at 600 T lie and
4 mT CO2. The Ne-CO and Ne-c02 systems, as shown In Figures 10 and 11,
demonstrate markedly different characterist:i.cs. - The peak power ouput
occurred at enrlhon loner part lift' pressures of about 6 mT and Ne pressures of
150: 1. This ba_havlor Is thought to bedue.to the massiveness of Ne as
compared to Ile. The .lowest thermal neutron flux in which a Ne- carbon
impurity laser was observed is 4.9x1014n/cm2-sec.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, the neutral carbon laser at 1.4511 has been pumped via
nuclear excitation in five separate gas mixtures: lie-CO, He-N2-0O 3 He-0O2,
Ne-CO and Ne-0O2. Four of these mixtures have demonstrated delays on the
order of milliseconds which appear to be associated witb-aultiple collision
processes. All of the systems oscillated over a wide-ra'nge of pressures.
The presence of the delay which implies the existence of an energy
storage mechanism, is thought to be important for various potential appli-
cations requiring Q switching. An example is the use of nuclear pumped
lasers for neutron-coupled feedback-type operation of a laser fusion-
reactor. (ref. 4). Space applications requiring high-energy pulsed lasers
present another possibility.
*lixperi:nental. work was done undc;r a grant of the Physical Research Division
of DOE with supporting theoretical studies carried out through a grant
from NASA.
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REACTOR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
TO SCOPES
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Figure 1. lixperimcntal arrangement. The laser (not-
-to-scale) was separated from the detector
by -7 meters of radiation shielding.
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Figure 2. Typical data from the Ile-CO system. Note
that the neutron pulse and laser signal are
coincident.
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Figure 3. how er output demonstrating; a delay at -0.25-mT
CO 2 and 50-T U p . (The neutron flux is inverted
on this reproduction of an actual oscilloscope
trace)
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Figure 4. I3nergy levei diagram of the 1.4511 carbon
laver indicating possible excitation
paLllways.
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